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Introduction

1. This is a summary of the study of the legal and administrative "barriers to

travel and trade on the Trans-African Highway^ carried out under joint financing

by the British and French Governments.

Terms of reference

2. The terms of reference for the study indicated that at present international

movements between the six countries concerned (i.e. Kenya^ Uganda, ZaSre, The

Central African Republic, Cameroon and Nigeria) and the countries bordering on
them are impeded"'not' 'only by a lack of good road communication's bat also "by

obstacles of a legal and administrative nature which have a bearing on the inter

national movement of persons and goods and on the regulations applicable to such

movements,

3. The principal objectives of the -study are to analyse these non^physical

barriers and to draw up proposals aimed at eliminating them or reducing their

effect on international movements so as to permit the fullest possible utiliza

tion of the Trans—African Highway*

4* It i.s^expected that this objective can be attained by means of a programme

to revise' and''co-ordinate the road design standardsj road traffic signsf highway

and road traffic regulationsc and customs and immigration procedures of the

countries concerned* :. . ,

5. The terms of reference state that the study should; B

(a) Cover the situation both before and after improvements are, made on the

Trans—African Highway;

(b) Deal with regulations affecting the movement of persons and goods.across

frontiers as well as wtih'-regii-latioris-affecffcing the^movement of traffic along the

line of the road; . _ ■/

(c) Hot only cover official regulations but also report on their actual

enforcement in practice; .■;;;: - - i'.:.:.;:';..

Take"inie' account the general economic context of the Trans-African

6« ' Tlie "mdirt"W6rk"of the study was carried out between September 1973 and January
1974-;'■'-r^; f-1:-1" : ; ■•■■■■'- ;■;■- -

"f» The metliod'ology adopted was straightforward and consisted in the collection

of official documents, researching and abstracting official figures, interviews

with relevant officials and private businessmen and direct observation of highway,

traffic arid border post conditions. . ' ' ''.'... "
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Material of the study

8» The study examines, among other things .the following three types of

constraints:

(a) Constraints on travel along the line of the route (Type l):

(i) Traffic and vehicle regulations;

(ii) Licensing .regulations;

(iii) Vehicle insurance regulations) . . .

(iv) Highway design standards;

(v) Traffic signs and road markings;

(b) Constraints on transit travel across.borders (Type 2);

(i) Immigration formalities (including health checks) and work
and* residence permits;

(ii) tariffsf quotas and bans on the movement of goods;

(iii) Vehicle transit formalities and the regulations governing the

temporary importation of vehicles; . ■ .

(iv). Currency exchange regulations;

(v) Foreign trade regulations; .

' ;(c^-'; Constraints on the convenience of travel (Type 3Y:

(i) Availability of motor fuel; ...

(ii) Availability of board and lodging; ■

(iii) Availability of vehicle repair facilities;

*'.;■■'. ':■■- (iv).r Availability of foreign exchange facilities (bureaux de change)*

9. In an ideal situation all Type 1. constraints would be necessary, sufficient

for their purpose and uniform across the leigth of the route; I^pe 2 constraints

would be the minimum necessary to safeguard the final interest of the country

concerned .and would be administered without significant delay to traffic; ^ype 3

constraints would rib longer exist. It is recognized that such an ideal situation

is unlikely to be achieved but it is stated as an aim. In making thVrecommenda

tions an attempt has been made to improve the existing situation in the direction

of this ideal situation,
■ -■:.. ■.-,..■ ' ■ ■" ': -r'^i-. . '.-■.■ _ ■•■■'.■

10. In assessing:'iEe value of any particular reform or improvement proposedt

consideration has been given to the following three main criteria: , .

— Economic feasibility;

— Administrative simplicity; and

— User convenience.
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11. The relative importance of these criteria depended upon the constraint "being

examined. The criterion of economic feasibility was significant only when some

measurable investment was under consideration (for example* the establishment of

a second customs post) with an identifiable stream of benefits resulting therefrom
(for example, reductions in vehicle waiting time). Administrative simplicity and

user convenience were considered to be good ends in themselves and to require no

particular justification.

12. Two particular aspects of the research, however, raised methodological

questions of their own which are worth setting out here. These are:

(a) The method of making traffic forecasts; and

(b) The method of assessing the administrative efficiency of border posts*

Traffic forecasts

13» Data was first collected on present and past levels of traffic by

(a) examination of records at border postef (b) observations at border posts

and (c) collection of statistics held centrally at (e.g.) Ministries of Works*
It was then determined, by comparison with other statistical series (traffic on
other roadsr petrol sales, increase in GNP, increase in population, etc«) what,
if anyf correlations existed between cross-border traffic and other indicators.

Where strong correlations existed, these could be used as a basis for forecasting.

However, such correlations were remarkably weak owing to the special nature of

cross-border traffic, so the statistical analyses were supplemented by field

research into the agricultural, touristic, or industrial basis of cross-border

transport demand in order to identify any planned or potential new sources of

demand. In addition, O/D studies made at borders and at the main alternative

border crossing points were used to make estimates of diverted traffic likely to

use TAH once the road had been improved. Estimates were then prepared on the

basis of these data and assessments.

14. It is important to note, however, that in every case the final estimate of

traffic growth was necessarily both subjective and approximate, for two reasons:

(a) The very low traffic flows recorded at all but the Kenya/Uganda post

(e.g. Nigeria/Cameroon; 5~7 vehicles per day) gave an insufficient basis for any

but the crudest statistical guesswork; and

(b) At the Kenya/Uganda border, where about 80 vehicles per day are at

present passing, the recent history of traffic flows shows that political develop

ments which altered the character of the Ugandan economy are ty far the most

significant overall determinant of traffic levels. Political developments of

this order and the economic consequences that flow from them are not, of course,

amenable to forecasting techniques.

15« This study, however, only calls for a correct assessment of the order of

magnitude of present and future traffic flows. Therefore, the approximate traffic

forecasts produced are considered satisfactory.
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Assessment of the administrative efficiency of border posts

16. All border-po^st1 activities (customs,police and inmigration) were inspected.
The:i-delays;;-exFeri:ehceU -TSry^ vehicles were noted;' records were inspected (and where

possil)l6uMei£i-.siccurao2£:0SBessed); i;he level of training of the 'staff was assessed;
and the level of staffing, the organization and the availability b^; su^erviBioit ■
at each post were also noted. • ' '^':■■•"■. '■■'■'"

17- The criteria applied/for determining■■'■ the efficiency of border posts Were:

(a) The speed at which vehicles were processed;

(b) The extent to which taxes due were collected and immigration regulations
were enforced;' '-'-'■■■ '■' v-';. ■■:-.■ ■ ■■ ■ - - ■ ■■ .'

(c) The accuracy with which records we^e kept, .

18. Where these criteria were, .concerned; a very strong weighting was given to
the speed, of. processing vehicles.,. ag,d to. any evidence of long-and onerous-delays
(i.e. delays of several days)_experienced ty....vehicles, ■•■;■■■

The economic 'background . r .

,.■(*)■ Similarities ... ; ., ' \. . . ."",1 :

19» Agriculture is .the basis of the six economies and occupies the vast majority

of the population, although with Increasing industrialization, and .the development....

of service industries, this is not as true as it was 10 years ago. ... ".'..',

20. CQiftraerQ^ai agriculture is oriented essentially towards export markets.out
side Afpi-cfi^ :Mt requires the most economic port outlets and does not contribute

significantly to in^ra-Africa trade. Food crops do not normally, generate much
trade' between contiguous countries since much of the output is consumed locally
and similar. ;Qrops are produced in cojitjguouB areas. . ;

21.. In eacn of the coun-tries, rail, road and river transport are all available.

Railways and rivers provide particularly cheap transport suitable for the bulk

cargoes that ,meke, up the majority of .the trade carried out in the region. The

economy of rail and river transport often outweighs the greater flexibility of

road transport as an advantage. ■ ,>

22. Trad-e arrangements with non-African countries are stable and profitable.

They are pharac-terized by the choice, of^s predominant transport mode (usually

rail or river),and in each country (except Za5!re) are oriented towards only one
sea coasj... ., : ■ .. ,- ■ /,..,. ■ .:,... . ,, . . ,.

23. Internal trade, in nearly every caser takes place over short distances.

24. The .structure,.of exports shows relatively little diversification.^Jlll the

Grovernments are aiming at greater diversification, but progress in this.,direction

is rather slow.
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25« The development policies of all six countries give high priority to the

improvement of the road network and to the expansion of tourism,

26o The definitive establishment of the Trans-African Highway across the breadth

of the continent will inevitably encourage long-range tourism and open up

possibilities for trade. If advantage is taken of the inherent flexibility of

road transport, existing trade patterns could be modified*

27. It must also be noted that the TAH countries are already feeling the effects

of increased petrol prices (the effects vary from country to country), but these
increases will, in any case, have a serious effect on all national economies.

28O The six countries differ in size, population and in the extent of their

international involvement in ths production and distribution of their raw materials,

As shown in table 1, they are also very different in certain respectst which

relate directly to their basic economic situation and to the impact of the

Trans-African Highway-

Table 1:

Kenya

Uganda

Zaire

Central

African

Cameroun

Nigeria

Divergent

Land

locked

country

X

Rep. x

Characteristics 01 tl

Other

Intra-

African

non-road

link

X

X

X

X

TAH

heavily

used

at

present

X

X

le TAH Uoui

Good

tourist

infra

struc

ture

X

X

X

ntries

TAH

good

condi

tion

X

X

X

Producer/

refiner

of crude

oil

X

X

Positive

trade

balance

X

X

X

X

29. The two land—locked countries(Central African Republic and Uganda) each

have access to an important international transport link other than the road.

Uganda has a railway link to Mombasat and Central African Republic has a river

and re.il link from Bangui to Pointe Noire via Brazzaville,

30« Two of the countries with access to the sea (Kenya and Zaire) have intra-
African links apart from TAHr whereas the other i;wo countries with a sea coast

(Cameroon and Nigeria)^ apart from a limited reciprocal river access, are linked

to the other African States only by roadr their railway lines not going beyond

their frontiers.
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313 At present only Kenya and Uganda (and, to a limited extent, Central African

Republic) truly benefit from TAH as a means of international trade* In the other

four countries TAH has a nationalt or even a provincial function only.

32. In Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria the presait condition of TAH is good and

stimulates local traffic. In Zaire, Central African Republic and Cameroon, the

bad condition of the road inhibits its use and is an important constraint upon

its development as an international highway.

33a Although all the countries are interested in the development of tourism,

Zaire, Cameroon and Nigeria are less advanced in this field than are Kenya,

Uganda and Central African Republic- Nigeria, in particular lacks hotel accommoda

tions in the capital; Zaire also lacks hotel accommodations but has plan3 for

developing a tourist infrastructure directed at the upper end Of the market*

34. The recent increase in the price of petroleum will have a serious effect on

African economies, particularly where the terms of trade are concerned* Nigeria,

as Africa's leading producer and refiner of crude oil will experience an un

precedented improvement in its already positive balance of payments position.

Resources which were unhoped for previously will help to accelerate social and

economic developments in most sectors in this vast country, Kenya will no doubt

offset part of its increased expenditure on crude oil ty increasing the revenue

earned from refining and from the export of refined products: Kenya's negative

trade balance is, in any case, considerably alleviated by revenue from tourism.

The four countries with no domestic petroleum producing or refining capacity

will have to revise .their economic strategies- Their present trade balance

position is not such as to signify modifying their problems in the face of the

radical change in petroleum prices.

35. The overall conclusion in respect of these divergencies is that TAH plays

a different economic role (either provincial, national or international) in
different countries and that this is a modest role which will depend in the future

on the economic options available as a result of the increased cost of energy

and the consequences of that increase. It should be borne in mind that this

role will inevitably become more important over the long term and that the future

economic function of TAH (in terms of access, flexibility of use and its contribu
tion towards the diversification of national economies aff-cting planning at \ne
regional level) will be greatly strengthened by (a) the permanent availability of

link roads on either side of the highway, and (b) the fact that this regional

network will itself be linked to a general road network covering modern Africa.

Traffic

36. With regard to the highway and traffic conditions encountered on the Trans-

African Highway, three observations emerge clearly:

(i) Traffic levels are in general low in Cameroonr Central African Republic

and Zaire and are much higher in Nigeria, Kenya and Uganda;

(ii) The three sections of the road which are in a particularly bad physical

condition carry negligible traffic loads;

(iii) National frontiers have a severely inhibiting effect on traffic flows.
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37• Table 2 shows possible 'free traffic flows at borders,

Table 2: Possible 'free' traffic flows at borders.

Border post

Kenya-Uganda

Uganda—Zaire

Zaire-Central African Republic

Central African Republic-Cameroon

Cameroon-Nigeria

Existing traffic

(vpd)

70-80

8-10

a-3
10-15

5-7

Potential traffic

(vpd)

250

100

4-5
20

over 15

38. Although it is true that borders represent major obstacles to trafficf
administrative and legal formalities at border posts have less effect on traffic

flow than (a) arrangements for economic co-operation between countries and
(b) the state of the road itself.

39° The relatively high level of traffic between Kenya and Uganda illustrates

how a combination of economic integration (through EAC) and good standard roads-

is associated with high cross-border traffic levels. The opposite condition is

illustrated by the low and seasonal nature of the traffic flow between Zaire and

Central African Republic end Nigeria and Cameroon,

Summary of findings

(a) Traffic, vehicle and highway regulations

(i) Speed limits

40. The speed limits which apply to the various countries through which the

Trans-African Highway runs are summarized in table 3.

41o Table 3 shows that the approach to speed limits differs greatly among the

TAH countries* This may be explained by the fact that the imposition of speed

limits demands their enforcement. It may be that those countries which do not

have general speed limits have been realistic and realized that since they do

not have the facilities for enforcement, it would be pointless to enact legisla
tion.

42. The general tendency is to introduce speed limits for all types of vehicles

on all roads. The current motor fuel situation has accentuated this trend. It

is to be expected that TAH countries will in time introduce more speed limits

for all vehicle types as their capacity for enforcement improves. Assuming that

the various countries will build upon the legislation they now have, it would

obviously be wise to aim for some uniformity at as early a stage as possible.
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Table 3: Speed limits (kph)

Vehicle type

Cars

Taxis

Light trucks

Light "buses

Heavy trucks

Heavy "buses

Truck & trailer(s)

Vehicle without pneumatic tyres

Tractors

Urban areas

Kenya Uganda Zaire CAR Cameroon Nigeria

115

80

80

80

50'

35

35

50

s/

88

60

75

70

602/
602/,
6o£/

25^
■ —

—

90*/
902/

- —

60

6o£/

60

60^/
30

30

32/43

48

u

NOTES:

a/ 65 kph with trailer.
b/ Over 3050 kge

c/ Over 5 tonsB

d/ 40 kph for semi—pneumatic

e/ Over 10 tons; 50 kph if over 19 tons.

f/ Over 3500 kg; 50 kph if over 12r5CO kg or with trailer.

gy Subject to local regulations.

h/ 48 kph if over 8 tons. ..... -

i/ Depending on weight and number of trailers .

(ii) Rule of the road

43, Two countriest Kenya and Ugandar drive on the leftr and the remaining four

drive on the rightj Nigeria having changed over in April 1972- Intrinsicallyr

there is little to choose between driving on the left or on the right, but since

there is a general move to change to right-hand drivingr it must be expected that

Kenya and Uganda will in time consider making the change* This matter has been

the subject of an East African Community Paper produced in February 1973. which

points out that the cost of change- over rises year by yearu

(iii) Overtaking and passing

44. Given the different rules of the road, the regulations that govern overtaking

and passing in all the six countries are clear and iogical, and there seems to be

no reason for any changes.
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(iv) Right of way

45. There are two aspects of the regulations governing right of way which may

cause difficulties to the international .traveller. In Nigeria it is the rule

that traffic approaching a roundabout must give way to traffic already on the .

junctionr and in Kenya this is the custom although not the law. This is a very

logical rule which aids the movement of traffic on rotary intersectionst and there

are advantages to making it an official rules

46. In 2airef Central African Republic, and Cameroon, there is the general rule

that,- in the absence of any other indication traffic approaching from the right

has priority.. This conflicts directly with the rule at roundabouts in Nigeria

and, furthermore, can lead to traffic jams at roundabouts and even at some T-.

junctions when traffic continues to enter t&ile traffic wishing to leave the

junction cannot do so. This is a general criticism of the "give way to traffic

on the right" rule under right-iiand drive conditions. The problem can be overr

come "by the more general use of priority signs, but a change in the rule would

make additional priority signs unnecessary.

(v) Use of horns and other warning devices

47- The use of horns is prohibited in some urban areast and this should not

cause difficulties as long as suitable signs are used to publicize the prohibition.

In Zairer Central African Republic and Cameroont it is common practice to use

flashing lights in place of an audible warning at night. This is not generally

done in the other countries, but, again, it does not appear to constitute a,

serious discrepancy.

(vi) Parking

48* All the countries have reasonable and logical parking regulations, which

are supplemented by local rules in urban areas. There does not seem to be any

need to change these regulations at present.

■ ' (vii) Vehicle weights and loadings ,

49* The question of the maximum permitted axle weight is extremely important

since differences in this regard may have serious consequences for the movement

of international freight. Unfortunately, any increase of permitted axle weights

involves considerable expense on overlays for highway payments and sometimes on,

the strengthening of bridges. If such expenditures are not made and overweight-

vehicles are allowed to operate, early pavement failures and bridge collapses may

result which can be most alarminge

50. Table 4r which gives the maximum permitted axle weights along the Trans-

African Highway, shows that there is unifoimity between Kenya and Zaire.

However there is no axle weight restriction in Uganda on Class 1 roads. It does

not seem correct to assume that pavement design in Uganda is such that very

heavy axles can be used on Class I roads without causing damage to the highways,

any more than to imagine that tjie 13 tons: maximum of simple axle load permissible
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in Cameroon necessarily implies a higher-standard of design than in Nigeria*

where a much lower maximum load is allowed. Differences are probably due to the

fact that some countries are prepared to accept, possible pavement damage as, :a.;:

charge against public funds although these should logically be borne by vehicle,

operators, .■■<■■ ■ ■■ . ■■-■ '■ ■ ■;. ■- ■ '-- \ ■ ■■ ."•". :" ., -

51. The "whole question of the most, economical maximum axle load is complicated

by the fact that the truck supply-market is geared to demand, which in turn is
influenced by certain factors. . Where wages are hight there is pressure from ,

truck oper-at ors to allow larger vehicles, .and this has an effect on areas -such

as rthat ■ of this Highway - where the financial savings from operating larger trucks
may be ver^ small because drivers' wages are comparatively low. Recent negotia

tions within EEC have shown how difficult it is to unify axle loadings where

differences exist, and Kenya is now intending to enforce axle weight legislation

much more strictly, and to go so far as to install permanent weighbridges and to

impound overweight vehicles.

52. The economics of total transport costs, taking account of both pavement - >.L
costs and vehicle operating costs, are.amenable to analysis, but it is doubtful
whether enough data exists to. make this a meaningful exercise in respect of the
Trans-African Highway at present. In the-short term, some standardization is .

possible without too much difficulty. Since both Zaire and Kenya .have vety.

similar maximum weights and axle loads and the traffic between Zaire and Central
African Republic will be limited for a long time to come by the absence of bridges,

a common standard of (say) 35,000 kg maximum laden weight and 8,000 kg maximum
single axle load could be adopted:by Kenya^ Uganda and Zaire without .expense.

The introduction in Uganda of the same maximum axle load on Class 1 roads as is.;

now permitted for Class 2 roads would be :a 'convenient measure and a suitable one

in view of the structural condition of many of the routes in that country. If
Nigeria decides upon a maximum axle load:;of 10,000 kgt it would be reasonable for

the other two western countries to adopt the same figure. Cameroon could retain

its present specifications if it wished but only for internal traffic. It would,
however, beworth considering an increase in the maximum total laden weight ,.,;

permissible in these countries to some figure approximating the 35*000 kg suggested

for the eastern countries. This would be a useful step towards complete standard

ization; ■ ■■■■■■ ■,:-' ■'' '■'■■■.

53. It must also be considered whether a move to allow a maximum 10,000-kg axle

load in Kenyar Uganda and Zaire would be desirable. . If bridge strength were
adeciuate: such an increase might be accept able though , it would reduce pavement

life by about 50 per ..cent. As Zaire, has,no significant lengths of surfaced road

and Uganda already allows heavy axles on Class 1 roads, the main present expense

would fall on Kenya, where the entire length of the Trans-African Highway is

surfaced* On the basis of reasonable assumptions as to pavement design and average

subgrade soil properties, the cost of a strengthening overlay on the approximately

900 km of road in Kenya is estimated at about &K 3,6 million at 1973 prices*

■ Unless all Kenyan roads were similarly strengthenedr some form of enforcement

would also be necessary to ensure that vehicles with 10-ton axle loads were

confined to the one route between Uganda and Mombasa. The annual cost of such

enforcement is estimated at abouttK 1.3 million.



Table 4: Maximum Axle Loads

M . ' ^^da Zaire CAP Caneroo* Nigeria
Maximum total " "—<=——

26,000^ 8,000^

Maximum wheel

load (kg) -.

Maximum single

axle load (kg) " 8,000 ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Maximum tandem

axle load (kg) 12r?00 14,500?/ - S/

NOTES:

a/ 25,500 kg vdth solxd tyres or 16,300 kg on crawler tx-ack8
V Tepending on spacing and number of wheels .

S/ On Class 2 roads, class 1 roads unlimited.
3/ 250 kg on solid metal tyres.

e/ 6,000 kg per axle maximum on any tandem.

U Not over 5 tons per metre of distance between extreme axles.
5/ Regulations under review. Maximum «ie load of 10 tons probable.

£?^CtX^^r ^f.^auliers would probably
sound economic case could be raadp ?™ f !f S' ^ ls do'^fal that any

to incree.ee the maxinium axle load in Ken;.-a to

Vehiclfi rt-i

55. Vehicle dimensions are summarized in table 5C
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56<. The most important vehicle dimensions are height and width; maximum length

is not usually a critical factor. Fortunately,, the maximum width allowed is

already uniform at 2.5 metres in all the countries except Nigeria, which allows

8 feett 6 inches., However, 8 feetr;6 inches, is only slightly wider than 2»5

metres so that standardization at 2.6 metres would "be simple.

Table 5- Vehicle dimensions

Overall width

Overall height

Overall length

2 axles

3 axles +

Articulated

vehicle

Vehicle and

Trailer(s)

(■»)

(■>o
(ra)

Kenya

2.50

3.80

11.00

11.00

15.00

18,00

Uganda

2o50

4.4O

10.00^
11.00

14.00

22.00^/

Zaire

2.50

4.00

7.00

12.00

14.00

22.00

CAR

2.50

4.00

ruoo

14.00

-

Cameroon

2.50

4-00

11.00

—

18.00

Nigeria

2,59

—

-

NOTES:

a/ 11 metres for a passenger vehicle.

b/ 18 metres with one trailer. Length includes load.

c/ 3.82 metres for loads of cotton aid cotton products.

d/ In Zaire, Central African Republic and Cameroon the maximum rear over

hang of the load is 3 metres..

57* The maximum heights are also quite similar so that a uniform standard of

4 metres maximum height should be possible. Kenya and Nigeria are at present

some 20 cm under thisf and a survey should "be undertaken along the Trans-

African Highway to ensure that loads 4 metres high can be accommodated without

difficulty. It would be desirable for Kenya and Nigeria to consider increasing

the maximum permitted vehicle heights to 4 metres on all roads. At this stage

in their development, this could possibly be done at little cost. Unless there

are good reasons for Uganda to allow 4»4~nietre heights for internal traffic some

savings might be realized on future construction by reducing this figure to 4

metres,

58. The maximum permitted length of a 2-axled vehicle in Zaire (7 metres) is low

and consideration should be given to increasing this to at least 10 metres. The

discrepancies between the various maximum lengths of 3-axled and articulated

vehicles, trucks and trailers are not great, and provided that maximum width,

height and axle weights are not exceededt vehicles exceeding the maximum permitted

length wishing to enter a country could be given a permit at the entry customs

post to allow them to circulate on the Trans-African Highway.
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x) Vehicle lights and^

39* There is reasonable uniformity in all the TAH countries in the matter of
vehicle lighting. At least two headlamps, parking lights and dipping devices
are called for. However, Kenya and Nigeria require only one red rear lightT

whereas all the other countries require twc Consideration should be given to
amending legislation so that two red rear lights are obligatory in all TAH
countries„

(x) jailers

600 Light trailers are generally exempt from special restrictions, except that
in Uganda and Zaire safety chains must be fitted to all trailers, irrespective of
weight, and m Kanya trailers must carry a letter 'T< on tae rear. Heavy
trailers - the definition varying from 250 kg to 7S0 kg unladen or 1,000 kg laden
in Kenya - require brakes and lighting in most countries. To fulfil'all the
specifications,, brakes must operate on all wheels from the drivers cab and come
into action automatically if the trailer breaks away from the towing vehicle.
In Central African Republic, two independent systems are required. Secondary
chains are necessary except in Nigeria, and lights should be as for the towing
vehicle* Additional requirements are red and white lights and side Jights in
Uganda, a reflector and white or yellow lights and side lights in Central African
Republic and illumination on the tow bar in Zairec In Central African Republic,
a heavy trailer require? an <E> licence, insurancef a grey card and a separate '
number platen

61. With the exception cf Central African Republic, all the TAH countries require
adequate brakec to be fitted, and Uganda lays down-performance criteria. Two
independent braking systems or two independent means of operating the same system
are required* Providing that hand and foot brake systems are kept in good order
and repair, the legal, requirements of each country would be met by all normal
vehicles on public sale. The only oxception to this rule is that the Kenyan
requirements make the Landrover transmission handbrake illegal, a restriction

which would apply to any other vehicle with hydraulic brakes e,nd a mechanical
handbrake opera _ng on the transmission

62* An efficient hor-n is required in every country except Central African
Republic, and gongs, sirens or horns having more than one note are not permitted
in some countries* The usual car or xrucic horn in good order' would te able to
meet the pr-eservt requirements xvitbout difficultyo

63. Maxiriium tyre pressures are laid down in Zaire (5,5 kg/cm2),, Central African
Republic (6 kg/cv/-) and Cameroon (6.5 kg/cm2); Uganda and Nigeria have no require
ments on tyre pressure, and in Kenya, tyre pressure must be 'adequate'• While
it would be desirable to standardize the requirements of Zaire, Central African
Republic and Cameroon, even 5-5 kg/cm2 is above the recommended pressure for all
normal tyres, and. it is fel'j that these differences are not important„

/ a • ■
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64. Zaire and Cameroon have no further requirements. The other countries

require some or all of the. following: speedometer, windscreen wipersr safety

glass windscreen, stop light," direction indicatorsr rear view mirror, reflectors,

silencer, springsf pneumatic tyres (unless special permission has been given),
seat belt anchorages on new cars, . and anti-theft devices. These requirements

can all "be supported on grounds of safety, and they are normally provided as a.

matter of course on all new vehicles. It would not be unreasonable to insist
that international traffic passing into or through Kenya. Uganda, Central African
Republic and Nigeria should be equipped with these accessoriesf and the other
countries should also consider making them obligatory on all vehicles*

(xLi)' Vehicle licensing

65. In each country, a licence is necessary before a vehicle can use the public
roadways, and some form of roadworthiness test is required for all vehicles in
Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria and for heavy vehicles and public service vehicles in

Central African Republic and Cameroon, No immediate alteration seems warranted
in these procedures, although it should be noted that full and regular inspections

for roadworthiness are always desirable on safety grounds-,

(xiii) Dirver licensing

66. In Kenya. Uganda and Nigeria driving tests are necessary before any new

licence can be issued, and the minimum ages stipulated range between 16 for
motorcycles and 21 for public service or heavy vehicles- The requirements for
issuing driving licences in the other three countries were not obtainable although
minimum ages are 3aid down for driving- various classes of vehicle^

(xiv) Transport business licensing

67. In Kenya, Uganda, Cameroon and Nigeria, some regulation of haulier operation

is in force, involving the issue of a special licence. It was not possible to
obtain information on this point from either Zaire or Central African Republic.
For a variety of reasons, control of transport operation is desirable and accept-,
able, but the study is concerned with the effects this will have on international

freight -traffic.

68. Whereas the temporary circulation 01 a vehicle in a foreign country is
quite clearly defined under the carnet system and the validity of foreign licences
and insurance, the question of operation of trucks for commercial purposes is not
always clear. This difficulty is sometimes overcome by operators taking out
double registration, but this is a cumbersome" procedure and there is a natural
unwillingness in some countries to ease the path of foreign firms who wish to

operate in the country.

(xv) Validity of foreign licenc_e_s_ .

69. A vehicle may circulate for 7 days in Kenya and for H days in Nigeria on
the foreign licence or on a temporary permit issued at the frontier. Thereafter,
an International Circulation permit must be obtained, ^lich is valid for 90 days,
and after this the vehicle must be licensed in the country. In Uganda the
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countries and with AA3HO. On the understanding that this will/be borne in mind,

as wall as the fact that conditions in Africa differ greatly from those in North
America, comments on the main design parameters are made as follows:

. (i) Design speed: ' ?

78. A design speed of 100 kph should be the minimum for motorways and primary
roads in level or rolling terrain, and one of 120 kph may te appropriate where

the terrain is easy. The design speeds quoced for Kenya, Cameroon and Nigeria
do not seem unreasonable- "out those for Zaire are low even in the upper limits.

There seems little pointt for example in undertaking full geometric design and
improvement of a road unless a design speed of at least 50 or 60 kph can be
achieved,

(ii) Right of way .

79. Under rural conditions in Africa, it would be advisable to ensure that

sufficient land is available for possible future expansion, while land prices

are still low. To permit possible expansion to dual lane road with access roads,
60 metres right of way should be regarded as a minimum, and it should "be the .
practice to construct the road offset to one side of the right of way so that

future expansion; can be done economically.

(iii) Carriageway width

80. The existing carriageway widths used are generally reasonable although it

might be desirable for Uganda and Central African Republic to consider increasing

their recommended widths to a minium of 6.60 metres on primary roads. The narrow

carriageway of ,3.66 metres in Nigeria is only used on roads carrying under 300
vehicles per day, and this is considered to be acceptable,

(iv) Shoulder width

81. These tend to be somewhat low by AASEO standards and this is because
shoulders are regarded,more as a structural part of the road than as a traffic

facility. From the point of view of traffic, a shoulder which is less than the

width of a vehicle has little value since any parked vehicle will continue to

cause obstruction. However, in view of the generally low volume traffic, this

may be unimportant, and the cost of wider shoulders would not be economical.

However, shoulders should be at least 2»5 to 3 metres wide where traffic flows

in excess of 2,000 vehicles per day are estimated. . ■

(v) Minimum stopping sight distance

82. In view of the design speeds specified^ the minimum stopping distances
specified tend to be low. This assessment is influenced by the fact that vehicles

in Africa are not .infrequently either in a substandard mechanical condition or .

overloaded,. Moreover, drivers may be relatively inexperienced. It is therefore-

considered advisable to introduce standards which are higher rather than lower

than those Suggested by AASHO.
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(vi) Minimum curve radius -

83. This parameter is linked to design speed, and except in mountainous areas
and; on some secondary routes, the recommended radii are as high or even higher

than those required "by AASHO. Although the radii recommended in Zaire are lowf

they are appropriate for the lower design "speeds adopted in' that country. There

does not seem to be any necessity for any major revision in minimum radii unless
design speeds are changed.

(vii) Maximum gradients

84. These are generally in line with AASHO standards, although somewhat eteeper
grades are permitted in mountainous areas in some countries. In particular cases,

it is possible to carry out economic analyses to determine whether any lowering

of standards is desirable, and this should be done as a matter of course when new
roads are constructed,

(viii) Carriageway orossfall

85. There are specifications for carriageway crossfall in Kenya, Uganda and
Cameroon, and the recommended values accord with those of AASHO. This parameter

is largely governed by the quality of the road surface, and the values specified

are reasonable, The other countries should adopt similar standards.

(ix) Bridge design loading

86* In Kenya and Nigeria bridges are designed to new HA loading (BS 153), and it
is understood that this is also the case in Uganda. In Zaire, there are many
temporary bridges, most of them Bailey bridges constructed to Class 20 loading.

Unless these Bailey bridges are already triple-triple construction they can

be strengthened to take the heaviest truck permissible, although it may be

necessary to restrict longer bridges to one such vehicle at a time. It was not

possible to discover the standard to which bridges are designed in Central African
Republic and Cameroon, but from inspection on site, it is believed that they are
all capable of taking at least HA loading.

87. The new HA loading (BSI53) should be adopted for the Trans-African Highway
in all countries and a survey of existing bridges should be undertaken to determine

which onest if anyr are substandard and require replacement or strengthening.

(°) Traffic signs

88. The main observations on traffic and traffic signs may be summarized as
follows:

(i) Traffic signs vary in style and frequency throughout the route.
In Nigeria, Kenya and Uganda, many of the old British-style

signs are still to be seen. In Nigeria distances are given only

in miles. On many sections of the road (particularly in Zaire,

Central African Republic and Cameroon) very few traffic signs are
up.



(ii) There are no direction signs at certain important junctions.

(iii) There is a need for signs indicating the availability of travel
facilities, such as hotels, petrol stations; tarGftttZ dfr-chgqge and

repair shops. *

(iv) The marking of road surfaces is inconsistent and incomplete.

(v) There are no distance making posts over long sections of the

road

89. Country by countryr present inadequacies are as follows-,

Kenya: Considerable inconsistency in the type of road markings. Thisis
largely- due to the fact that when road maintenance is carried out, former
markings are not always replaced. Warning signs are sometimes inconsistent

with legislation, and there are relatively few of them, ■

Uganda: A general lack of warning signs,/...A/;general lack of direction
iiinT"on the section Kampala-Port Portal. No signs between Mweya and the

. .' Zaire "border,*- .. ..;-> z'' ■ ' : ■>•■'■•

'. ' Zaire: -A general .lack::of any road signs along the length of the road.
The only signs up^re wooden direction;signs at■ crossroads m. the centre
of the following towns: Benif Komanda, Mambasa, Nia-Niaf Bafwasende, Butar

Bulia and Bondo* ..-.:' -- - '■ ■■

■ ■■- r^t-ntf African Remblic: No road signs except direction indicators, ,
built of masonryV in the centre of the main towns. Many.of these sign-

; .posts are partially illegible due to damage by vehicles.

Cameroon: Most of the Cameroon!an.section of.TAE is in the process of
redesign or reconstruction. There are few road signs at present; i*W
of those in the English-speaking part of the country are of the old -British

type* ■

Nigeria: tfot enough warning or danger signs and road markings,,

90. It is clear that from the point of view of both road safety and traveller
i Hih i at resent not well signed or marked

90. It is clear that from the point of view of
convenience, the Trans-African Highway is at, present not well signed or m
A "aicr international road of this character should have traffic signs erected
to a modern standard not only because it is good practice to, do so but also

because TAH has a certain exemplary function*

91. In addition to the provision of conventional road signs there seems to be
a need for the following two other categories of sign:

(i) Special Trans-African Highway signs giving the distance to the
* . next-frontier post, to the next capital or major city, and to

the end of the Highway,,

(ii) Signs indicating travel facilities.
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(d) Customs and foreign trade regulations

(i) The customs regimes

92. The Trans-African Highway passes through four distinct customs regimes:

- The East African Community (EAC). of which Kenya and Uganda are membersc

- Zaire, which is rot a. mernber of a customs union involving any of the other
TAH countries*,

~ L'Union Douaniere des Etats de l'Afrique Centrale (UEEAC). of which
Central African Republic and Cameroon are members.

- Nigeria which is not a member of any customs union.

(ii) Tariff and nonHiariff barriers

93. The various obstacles to the free transit of goods between the six countries
can be divided into the following two types,,

- tariff barriers;

- non-tariff barriers,

94* Tariff barriers take approximately the same form in each of the four customs
regimes* They are levied either specifically or ad valorem.. Their effeots are

clear and it would be possible by negotiation to harmonize them or. to remove any
distortions inhibiting Trans-African trade.,

95« Non-tariff barriers are very different both in their nature and their

justification! from tariff barriersf and it is very difficult to be precise as

to their nature or their effects. Howeverr looking at the situation in the six

TAH countries, the following five different categories of non-tariff barrier
can be identified;

(i) Participation "by the State in commerce (e.g. import monopolies granted
to a particular company for the import of certain products);

(ii) Customs and other administrative formalities (e9g6 the necessity to
produce specific supporting documentation for imports and exports);

(iii) Standards applied to imports (these are often sanitary or safety
regulations applying to imports, eog, inspection of meat and other
food);

(iv) Specific import and export restrictions (these are quantitative
controls on trade and vary considerably).

(v) Other restrictions (including tax adjustments and deposits on imports).
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(^ii ) Economic considerations

96« The six economies have certain characteristics in common such as:

- Poor diversification leading to lack of complementarity;

- Predominance of low yield subsistence agriculture and plantation

agriculture directed to external markets;

- Mining industries directed -io external markets;

- Small national markets;

- Emergent, non-competitive local industries requir5.ng protection;

- Large imports of manufactured products;

- Low GNP and saving capacity with consequent predominance cf indirect
taxation in "budget revenue;

- Traditional trade with a small number of developed countries;

- Balance of payments problems;

- Participation in monetary zones-. ..-■■■■

97* The combination of these characteristics (the list is not exhaustive)
explains why these economies have been described as dependent economies better

equipped to trade with developed countries than with other African countries.

(e) Foreign exchange

98, The subject of exchange control legislation falls largely outside the
scope of this study o Howeverr during.the fieldwork it became clear that:

(i) Difficulties in obtaining necessary foreign exchange was one
of the main problems inhibiting businessmen wishing to engage
in intra-African trade; and

(ii) Difficulties in obtaining foreign currency can cause serious
■ problems to travellers and tourists moving between Uganda and

: Zaire/ Zaire and Central African Republic and Cameroon and
Nigeria.

(f) Immigration ,

99. The main characteristics that emerge from a study of national immigration

policies and regulations are:

(i) A general tendency to require visas as a condition of entry;

(ii) Freer movement between States within the two customs unions
(EAC and UDEAC);

A tendency for movement between contiguous countries to be

easier than between non-contiguous countries;
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- The need for. .currency exchange facilities at or close to all "border
posts, except the Kenya/Uganda post; . ■ - .

- The desirability of making available at the "border posts leaflets giving

travellers essential information on regulations and travel facilities.

(h) Facilities for the traveller

103- Table 8 summarizes the availability of hotel accommodation, fuel and

official foreign exchange facilities along the length of the route. It will be

observed that while the situation is in general'good in Kenya, Uganda, Yfest

Cameroon and Nigeria and adequate in Central African Republicr it is unsatis-
factory in Zaire and East Cameroon,

(i) Hotels

104■• There is a need for hotel accommodation or rest houses for tourists and

business travellers at Mambasa, Bafwasetide, Banaliar Bondo, Bossembele, Bouar,

Garoua Boulad and Tibatio The present state of the road through most of

northern Zaire and northern Cameroon is such that it is difficult to travel

more than 300 km per day in comfort, and it is necessary to have hotels at such

intervals, Mien the road is improved to modern standards, ^00 km should be a

reasonably comfortable day's drivet but hotels at closer intervals than this

would be of great convenience to the traveller.

105. At present there is insufficient demand, in most of the towns mentioned

above, .to make a hotel a commercial proposition. However, it would be possible

to provide simple and clean hostels or rest houses providing bedrooms and running

water at very little coFt» Such hostels would greatly improve the situation and

might even now be commercially viable. Long distance trans-African tcmrism has

shown a slow but steady increase in recent years and there is evidence that there

is a good deal of latent demand which could be tapped once road conditions have

improved and some basic hotel facilities have been installed. At present long

distance trans-African tourism requires a landrover and camping equipment. Once

a trans-African journey can be made in a normal vehicle without the need to camp

and cook, a different and larger, category of tourist could be attracted to these

routesu

106. With regard to the existing and growing trans-African touring business,

some operators have indicated that the provision of guarded camp sites, with

some washing facilities, along the road would be of great value to travellers

in Zaireo It isr at present: difficult to find suitable camping sites,

(ii) Fuel . ■

107. The stretches of the. route where lack of dependable supplies of fuel is a

serious hindrance are:

- Behi-Kisangani (Zaire) 744 km

- Kisangani-Bangassou (Zaire) 728 km .

- Garoua Boulai-Poumban (Cameroon) 67O km
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Table 8: Facilities for the traveller: Summary

Pistance Centres Good ■ Adequate . Adequate

™TTMrrra-v between Towns &. Class & reliable ■-. official

adjacent Cities Hotels fuel exchange

centres (km) ... supplies facilities
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108. The reasons for inadequate fuel supplies in these areas differ, depending

on whether they are in Zaire or Cameroon,

109. In Zaire, Government policy is to maintain a single fixed price for fuel

throughout the country. In northern Zaire, where transport costs are very high,

this has the effect of making it unprofitable for oil companies to transport

fuel for long distances out of Kisanganir tfiere it is landed from the river,

Beni is supplied via the Kasese railhead in Uganda, "but the Government's policy

is to restrict supplies via this route.

L10. In Cameroon, the absence of regular fuel supplies on the Garoua Boulai-

oumban section is almost certainly a direct consequence of very low traffic

evels. There is very little demand for fuelT and it is therefore uneconomical

o supply it. This section of TAH is now the subject of detailed design studies,

nd plans for the reconstruction of part of the route are well advanced* Once

the road has "been improved, it is likely, that it will "become more economical to

supply fuel to the region since demand will "be greater and transport costs will
be lower.

■

111. The price of fuel (1973) at pumps along the length of TAH is shown in
table 9, Prom this the effect of high transportation costs inland on the price

of fuel can be clearly observed. The efficiency of the Zaire government policy

of holding fuel prices constant throughout the country also becomes apparent*

(i) Foreign exchange facilities

112. For the international traveller, lack of facilities for changing currency

is one of the most serious hindrances to convenient travel on TAH. The problem

is particularly difficult at the Uganda/Zaire and the Zaire/Central African
Republic borders.

(j) Other observations

113. During the studyT certain observations were made which, although not

falling precisely within the scope of the subjects studied, are worthy of comment
here:

(i) Prohibition of movement at night

114. The free movement of vehicles between Uganda and Zaire is hampered by

restrictions on movement at night. In Uganda there is a restriction on the

movement of most types of commercial vehicles at night. On the Zaire side of

the border, the Trans-African Highway runs through the Pare Virunga where, as

in most game parks, no vehicle movement is permitted at night,

(ii) Rain barriers

115. In Central African Republic and Cameroon,"rain barriers" are used to

protect non-bituminized roads against the damaging effects of the passage of

heavy commercial vehicles. These rain barriers appear at intervals of every

10 to 20 km on stretches of road which are apt to be damaged when wet.
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Table 9: Fuel Frices

Location

KENTA ■"■(81 ■« K.Sh 6,90 )

Voi

Nairobi

. Eldoret

UGANM (§1 * U.Sh 6.9O)

Tororo

Kampala

Fort Portal

KaseBe

Katwe

ZAIRE (£1 - 50K)

All locations

CAR (£1 = 215 Ft. CFA)

Bangassou

Bangui

Bossembele

Bouar

CAMEROON (Sl"« 215 fr.

Garoua Boulai

(Bertoua)

(Yaounde)
Bafoussam

NIGERIA (fti = 65K)

All locations

foper

0.183
0.186

0.193

0.215

0.213

0.225

0.220

0.223

Regular

0.168

0.171

0.178

0.200

O.I99

0.210

0.206

0.209

(gUS/litre)

Diesel Oil

0.125

0.126

0.135

0.177

OU75
O.I87

0.183
0.186

0.220

0,321

0.335
0.362

0.303

0.290

0.272

0.277

0a 1A6

0.200

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

368

300

314

341

263

249
232

237

0.136

0.148

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

262

196

209

237

194
180

162

167

0.136

Thoy tafco tho forra of a physical barrier across the road and are greeted as

soon ^s it starts to rain and removed when tho road is dry. Only heavy vehicles

aro riToctod: light vehicles may pass those b&nisi-s *rithout-hindr?.jicu. 4

116. In Zaire, whore rain barriers arc not used, very serious damage is being
dons to the pavement by hoavy vehicles vhioh often get bogged dovm in tho rain
and ara thon fixtrioatod by th-dr crews vdio dig them out from th3 rute and
potholos *-rith spades and piokaxos, thus further destroying the road surface.
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(iii) Economic barriers, in Centra,!, African Retmblic

117. A minor impediment to travel on the Central African section of TAH is the

system of "economic "barriers" across the road outside Bangui and certain other

main towns. These 'barriers consist of a physical checkpoint where vehiclest

goods, passengers and documents are scrutinized* Their primary function is to

control the movement of imported-1 and exported goods. They provide an important
check on the movement of goods within the country<> Their operation is harmonized

with that of the customs checks at the border posts*

118. These economic barriers are an unusual feature as they are at present

operated and cause a certain amount of delay to traffic* However,they do not
seem to amount to a significant legal or administrative barrier to travel or

trade.

Summary and implementation

119. It should be noted that in this report a distinction is made between

recommendations and proposals as follows:

(a) A recommendation can be acted upon by individual national Governments

(and usually by one department or ministry within a Government) and does not
involve either consultation with other Governments or eny significant change in

national,economic, fiscal, immigration or transport policies.

(b) A proposal is more complex and therefore more tentative than a re

commendation. Proposals will usually need to be considered by more than one

ministry or department within a national government,, Ihe implementation of

proposals will sometimes involve a reconsideration of national policies in the

economic, fiscalr immigration or transport spheres.

Summary of recommendations

120. The recommendations of the study may be summarized as follows:

(a) Traffic, vehicle and highway regulations

(i) Speed limits

- Limit for li^xt buses and trucks to be 80 kph for all countries:

- Limxt for heavy trucks with trailers to be 60 kph: RCA:

- Limit for all vehicles in urban areas to be 60 kph: Ken,YaT

iUganda, Zaire, Cameroon aril ITigari

- Definition of 'heavy vehicle' for speed limit purposes to be

5r000 kg: Keny^a, Uganda, KAGr Cameroon and Nigeria,

(ii) Right of way

- Traffic approaching roundabouts to give way to traffic already

on roundabouts: Kenya, Uganda, Zaire- Central African Republic,

and Cameroon-
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VehiniB ppecif^a-t-i ™o

: - 8,000-kg axle load limit on class 1 roads: Uganda;

- 10,000-kg axle load limit:" Cameroon•

- Per^tted vehicle-height tob6 4 metres: Ke^a and NW^

- Permitted length of 2-a..le vehicle to be 10 metres: Zaire.

Vehicle Lights

- Two red rear lights to te oUigatory:

(v) Trailers

O)

(i) Design

- To be at least 50 kph: Zaire.

(ii) Bight of

Shoulder w-i^-htn

- At least 2.50 metres where

Crossfali

Central

Bridge design
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(c) Traffic signs ^ ..:..: . -■ -

- Erection of special Trans-African.Highway signs': all countries:

- Erection of additional ..direction, signs: Uganda, Zaire, Central

African Republic' Cameroon and Higeria; , ■:__-.

■ — Inclusion; Of an item for road markings in all contracts for

■ ■ construction and maintenance of bituminous highways: all countries

- Provision of distance markers: Zaire. ... - -"■

(d) Foreign exchange .

- Establishment of foreign exchange facilitiesfbureaux de change)

close to isolated frontier posts: Zaire* Central African Republic
and Cameroon. ; :■

(,e) Immigration ::, - • - ; - . . (.S.

- Consideration of entry by Zaire citizens without visa: Uganda

(g) Operation of thS border posts

-...:■ (i) EAC '■-■■ , . ^i: ,, ..!>; ■.:■■-.,"■ ■;--.'.■"■

- Abolition of 'overtime fee1 for commercial vehicles moving

at night."

(ii) Uganda

- Clarify responsibilities of staff at Malaba;

- Consider posting immigration officials at Mpondwe,

(iii) Zaire -■

- Extend hours of operation at Ndu and Monga

■ — Consider merging Ndu and Pbnga posts.

(iv) Central African Republic .. .-■■ '■■'•-■ ;

- Extend hours of.opening at Bangassou.

*(-v) ■ Cameroon

- Review level of training of police officials at Garoua Boulai.

(g) Facilities for the traveller

- Establish rest houses and/or guarded camp sites: Zaire'; '

-^Improve the supply of motor fuel: Zaire:

- Issue information leaflets at border posts: all countries:

- Publish a Trans-African Highway map and travel guide: ECA
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Other

- Review of regulations restricting movement at night: Zaire, and

Uganda;

— Implementation of regulations governing rain barriers - Zaire.

Summary of proposals

121. The propo als contained in the study may be summarized as follow:

(a) Trafficf vehicle and highway reg.ui.ai;ions

(i) Transj>ort_busijiess licensing

- Agreements "between the six countries to allow commercial vehicles

from e&ch country to collect or deliver loads in all other

countries*

(ii) driving licences

- Agreements between the six countries to allow driving licences

issued in each country to "be used in all other countries*

(iii) Insurance

- Agreements between the insurance companies of each country to

enable the "Green Card" system or a similar system to be used.

Traffic signs

- Accession of the six countries to the 1968 Vienna Convention on

Road Signs,

(c) Customs and foreign trade regulations

- Accession of Cameroon, Zaire^ and Kenya to the New York Convention

(1954) and of all countries to the Ger<3va Convention (1956) govern
ing the temporary importation of vehicles;

- Accession of Keny^i Uganda, Zaire> Central African Republic and

Cameroon to the ATA Convention (Brusselsr 196l) governing the

temporary importation of goods 5

- Consideration by the six c-intries of an inte —state transit system

(see volume 2t section 3r dimex l)j

- Various ..consultative arrangements (see volume lr part IIIf section 4)

(d) Foreign exchange

- Arrangements for limited dealing in foreign exchange by customs posts

at the Uganda/Zairer Zaire/Central African Republic and Cameroon/
Nigeria frontiers...

(e) Immigration

- Consideration of multilateral or bilateral visa abolition agreements;

- Issue of temporary visas at border posts*,
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(f) Operation of the border posts ■' ■

- Hours of opening of neighbouring posts to be harmonized;

-; Consideration of the establishment of joint border posts;

- Provision of facilities for the customs-handling of goods in

commercial quantities at Ekok and Mfum on the Cameroon/ftigeria ••-•

bci ier,
■ ' ■ . ■ . i ..':,,

(g) Facilities for the traveller

- Encouragement of the xmpojri, of vehicle spare parts;

ff •' Enforcement of regulations on vehicle road-worthiness<

I ■ ■■■■■■
£:i 122. In many cases there are established precedents for the implementation of

f*\i the above proposals, and all that is required is for the country or countries
"■\, concerned to accede to an international convention or treaty arrangement which

:'■ is already open for signature. In other cases, bilateral treaties between

i countries" not concerned with the Trans-African Highway exist which could be

used as models for treaties between TAH countries*

Implement at ion

123* These recommendations and proposals could either be implemented piecemeal

as and when the countries concerned see fit to do so, or they could be implemented

as part of a co-ordinated programme of harmonization involving all six countries

motivated by a gsneral interest in integration

124- Since its inception the Trans-African Highway project has been a product

of international co-operation. Thus there are grounds for thinking that a

co-ordinated approach towards the implementation of these recommendations and

proposals is possible* The present interest in and study of the possibility of

setting up ,a ,Trans-African Highway Authority is another manifestation of the

supranational aims of the TAH project which could assistwith the implementation
of those recommendations and proposals.

'■'■' 125. It is en. .saged that, under the auspices of the Ore iS-African Highway
■ ;'■> Co-ordinating Committee, various consultative bodies could be set upf which

;■*■■'■! could act-, as.or.).—committees to the Co-ordinating Committee* Their task would

';, "^ be to study the feasibility of implementing the recommendations and proposals

ik-i contained in this report., There could, for exampler be one sub™committee on

"fi customs regulations and procedurest another on immigration regulations and

(| procedures and a third on traffic* vehicle and highway regulations* Such sub-

S, committees could reach agreement relatively easily on some of the more simple
\\ and specific recommendations made and could then go on to study and refine the

' : more complex proposals with a view to reaching agreement on these and implement

ing them either bilaterally or mult ilaterally. ...


